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13 May 1990

General Colin L. Powell
Chairman, Joint Chiefs ‘of Staff
The Joint Staff
Washington, D. C. 20301

Dear Colin:

Since our last discussions on future strategy and force structure, I
have given a lot of thought to the quality, size. and composition of the
Army forces our nation will need to continue to be a global power. These
forces will have to be adequate to meet legitimate U.S. commitments. and
to defend and advance our interests around the world. However, I am also
aware that this is a time for eliminating redundancies and building down
to a responsible, high-quality minimum. With this in mind, l want to give
you my rationale for the major elements in the 22—division (14 active, 8
reserve) 1997 force structure we have defined as our goal and the
dilemmas I believe we will face as we try to implement it thru the
strategy, POM, and budget processes. (C)

There are five major areas that I believe are important to
understanding our 1997 force structure. These are the NATO forward
deployed force, the Pacific area force, the CONUS force, the active-reserve
relationship, and maintaining the professional competence of the Army for
conducting combat operations. (U)

In Europe, I believe a corps of two Active Component complete TOE
divisions, and corps and theater supporting elements, is the minimum
Army force needed. Less will not give the United States a capable ground
combat force, is unlikely to be credible to allies and adversaries, will not
maintain the U.S. leadership position in NATO, and may be insufficient to
maintain stability as Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union suffer thru the
throes of their ongoing revolutions. I believe there is wide agreement on
this type Army force remaining in Europe, at least through the POM years.
(S)
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——— We face a dilemma. The U.S. CFE strength position is so high(225.000) that it would require deeper and more rapid force structure cutsin CONUS than is advisable. Yet Congress may well hand us a much lowerEuropean strength ceiling that will not only bring us down below the levelwe need but also prevent us from reaching a CFE treaty before we mustbegin unilateral reductions. This, in turn, would set an example that lbelieve can damage the alliance. (S)
— As we have discussed before, a refinement of the U.S. position thatwould permit us to begin European structure adjustments in 1991following proper consultations with the JCS, affected CINCs, our allies. andthe NSC would make strategic sense, Congressional sense, and help theArmy out of the dilemma. It would also help our soldiers and families byallowing us to spread the reductions in a way that minimizes turbulence.(S)

In the Pacific area, in peacetime, I believe the CINCPAC needs themajor elements of three divisions. He also needs a corps headquarters forplanning in peacetime and troop control in war. The force the Armyproposes to provide includes one Active Component complete TOE divisionthat can be deployed throughout the region. an Active Component divisionwith major elements in Korea that can be reinforced rapidly, and a divisionof about one half Active and one half Reserve Component elements basedin Alaska. The Pacific is perhaps the most difficult region for which toidentify a proper Army force structure goal. The complicating factors anddilemmas include: (S)

——— A large number of high priority exercises, securityassistance projects, and other support to allies and friendly countries —-which for 1990 include some 160 separate commitments in about 30countries, eleven joint and combined field exercises and dozens of specialoperations exercises, in addition to support provided by in~place countryteams and advisory groups. These activities, which in many instances canonly be supported by Army forces in the region, are likely to increase inimportance in the coming years. (S)
— Our doctrine and our experience argue strongly forproviding the theater CINC at least one corps headquarters. In the past, aswe gave relatively little importance to Army support for campaignplanning and potential ground combat outside Korea. we have not provided
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this support. In the future. with trends showing growing importance for
the Pacific region and therefore for having the right military elements to
defend and advance U.S. interests. we should correct this deficiency. The
XVIII Airborne Corps cannot be expected to provide the required level of
planning and troop control support to CINCPAC in peace and war. It costs
us relatively little to task I Corps with these duties. Under our proposal. I
Corps would be a swing corps with both Pacific and reinforcement
responsibilities. (S)

— We face two dilemmas. (U)

o First, Army forces in Korea are vital to maintaining a
proper relationship among the U.S.. the PRC, the Soviet Union, and Japan in
the western Pacific and northeast Asian area. For both North and South
Korea, the U.S. commitment —— conventional and nuclear — is unambiguous
and they both take it most seriously. However, leaving aside deterrence
and stability benefits to us, our allies, and our potential adversaries,
Korean peninsular defense calculations show that the outcome is not
significantly affected by the weight of a single U.S. Army division. Thus,
our forces in Korea can be held hostage to other issues including
Congressional budget reduction imperatives. (S)

- Second, the Alaska—based forces need be neither fully
provided by the Active Component nor necessarily by a division. However,
since 1983 strong pressures from outside the Defense Department have led
us to establish the 6th Infantry Division (Light), pressures that I do not
foresee diminishing. Moreover, the goal of a deployable light infantry
division based in Alaska will not in my judgement be achievable in the
coming decade despite its strategic attractiveness. Therefore, while the
military requirements do not lead us to a division, there are other reasons
for leaving that division flag intact. As you know, the Army simply does
not have sufficient support to change these circumstances. (S)

— Finally, light infantry divisions were originally designed to
be entirely in the Active Component. The compromises and resource
realities that led us to accept two in the Active Component, each with a
roundout brigade. and another in the National Guard, should not be
allowed to damage the two full TOE light infantry divisions that we have in
the Active Component. For the Pacific, it would be militarily damaging and
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economically inefficient to resort to either more light division roundout or
split basing in Hawaii and Alaska as some have proposed. (S)

Our best judgement is that the CONUS force must have seventeen
divisions, nine in the Active Component and eight in the National Guard. I
believe a force of this size is needed to satisfy U.S. requirements for
contingencies in places where there are no forward deployed forces and
for rapid and sustained reinforcement of forward deployed forces and
contingency forces. (S)

— The requirement for a credible CONUS contingency force is
likely to be satisfied by four Active Component divisions. Unfortunately,
not all contingencies would call for the same force mix. Today, without a
single full TOE Active Component heavy division in CONUS, we are already
below my definition of acceptable risk. This is a deficiency we will have to
correct in the near future. You, personally, have been publicly explaining
the continuing need for heavy forces and, I know, appreciate my concern.
(S)

— Ideally, therefore, I would like to maintain two complete
corps with the full range of heavy and light divisions, backed by the full
range of SOF. A responsible minimum force would include full Active
Component TOE strength for the airborne and air assault divisions, two
light infantry divisions, and two heavy divisions. An additional three
heavy divisions with roundout brigades would complete the CONUS Active
Component force. This means a total of six full TOE and three roundout
divisions. The dilemma is that while we cannot afford even this minimum
Active Component force in CONUS, pressures are mounting for increasing
the proportion of the Army in the Reserve Components. (S)

The active—reserve mix and relationships are very sensitive. The
continuing debate on the command and control issue reminds us all too
clearly of this sensitivity. Neither our own history nor that of our allies
would support placing additional reliance on our Reserve Components. As
you have experienced at first hand, it takes a significant amount of support
from our Active Component divisions to maintain the current level of
competence and readiness of our Reserve Component divisions. As we
move ahead, I believe it would be a major mistake and result in
unacceptable degradation of Total Force readiness and CONUS contingency
capabilities to increase the proportion of roundout units in Active
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Component divisions. It would also be unwise. in my opinion. to assign
additional Reserve Components support responsibilities to organizations
that do not have roundout units. The smaller the Active Army we
maintain in CONUS, the more difficult it will be to maintain the competence
and readiness of both Active and Reserve Components. (S)

Two essential components for maintaining the Army's quality and
competence in the years ahead will be an adequate force structure and
adequate leader development programs. The two are, of course, related.
(U)

— If we do not maintain an adequate number of full strength
TOE Active Component divisions, we will not produce the necessary combat
competence in the present, and be the testbed for the future — our most
fundamental responsibilities to the nation. In our history, we have never
been able to compensate in our first battles for our traditionally
inadequate field experience that has resulted from an Active Component
force structure that was too small and not ready for combat. We must
make every effort to avoid making the mistakes that caused the losses
suffered by Task Force Smith as we shape the Army for the next decade
and beyond. (U)

— Inadequacies in the force structure can also have a negative
impact on the attractiveness of the Army as a professional institution. Our
ability to attract and retain the quality men and women we need for both
current readiness and for the development of leaders is directly related to
the professional and personal satisfaction of the soldiers in today's Army.
An Army that attempts to stretch itself too thinly over too many
requirements will not only place our nation's military strategy at risk, but
will also degrade the very qualities that make it an institution of choice for
many of our nation's best youth. (U)

I am convinced that we have a solid rationale for fourteen Active
Component divisions based on strategic military requirements, a realistic
projection of the future, and an understanding of current domestic and
international environments. Our plans and POM are a comprehensive
approach to shaping the future. As you know, we have been fighting hard
to be given the opportunity to implement our plans. At this juncture, I do
not believe that there is anything to be gained by tabling an option for
fewer than fourteen Active Component divisions. We will be in a better
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position to know if that number is too low or needlessly high following a
better definition of the CFE'S probable outcome and our own ongoing
reviews of the entire sustaining base (the "TDA Army," and follow-on DMR
work). (S)

The thoughts I have laid out here reflect my deep concerns as we
enter the POM deliberations. I hope they will be helpful to you. Whatever
the outcome, you can be sure that I will continue to do everything in my
power to ensure we remain the trained and ready Army our nation needs
in the present and future. (U)

Carl E. Vuono
General. United States Army
Chief of Staff
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24 June 1990

General Colin L. Powell
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff
The Joint Staff
Washington, D. C. 20301

Dear Colin:

Following our discussion on 22 June, I thought it would be useful to
provide you my thoughts on how we might best discuss conventional force
issues at the 27 June DPRB meeting. My intent at the meeting is to
complement your presentation, noting those areas in which Army-peculiar
assumptions and considerations led us to the POM we have before the
Secretary of Defense, and explaining the differences between your
"bedrock" (e.g., minimum viable) force and the force we are proposing.
The points l want to stress in this letter are based on the rationale l laid
out in my letter of 13 May on overall Army force structure and POM
issues. (S)

I think that there are five major areas that we should be prepared to
address in the DPRB discussions:

-— ELdstate capabilities: What warfighting and
peacetime support functions and missions must the force be
able to accomplish at the end of the POM period? The answers
to this question are essential to understanding the force
structure and end strength requirements for 1997 and beyond.
They are also essential to ensuring proper force and leader
development efforts for the future.

— Near term readiness requirements: What capabilities
for short notice action must the force maintain in 1990-91 and
during the transition to the desired end state? The answers to
this question are essential to understanding the steps that we
must avoid taking in the 1990-91 period. The predictable
reductions in readiness, combat capability, and the
attractiveness of military service that will result from our build
down will be compounded by the turbulence and turmoil that
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result from [he multitude of changes underway. including theongoing implementation of Defense Management Reviewdecisions and base realignments and closures.
— Structure Mend strength reduction ra_t_e_: Howrapidly can we reduce without sustaining unacceptable damageto the quality and capabilities of the force in the near term andfor the end state? ln other words. we have to be realistic andpractical about our ability to execute the necessary actions,particularly if they involve rapid and large reductions instructure and/or end strength. We are in an unprecedentedsituation. The career force reduction rate for officers that wehave in the POM is already faster and cuts deeper than ourpost«Vietnam demobilization. We must avoid irreversibledamage. Similarly, further reductions in our reserve structuremay cause long term damage to our ability to expand, even ifwe actually witness the increases we now expect in warningtime for a major East-West confrontation.

— Alliance ;1_n_(1arms control imperatives: What must wedo to ensure NATO unity, peaceful transition in Korea todemocracy and possible reunification, and successful CFE andSNF negotiations? ln our role as a global power and leader ofthe West, we have to be sensitive to the potential negativeeffect of uncoordinated, unilateral actions on the securityenvironment in Europe and the Asia-Pacific regions. As lmentioned in my May letter, we are caught in a dilemma onEuropean strength for which we really need some immediaterelief. Equally important, the United States must continue toexercise responsibly the leadership that only we as a globalpower can provide to our allies and friends. Our example.therefore, has considerable weight.
—- Administration unitv o_feffort: How can we bestensure that the JCS, OSD, and White House are perceived by theCongress as being on the same sheet of music in order to havethe best possibility of success for our budgets and programs?We have to avoid giving critics opportunities to drive wedgesbetween executive branch elements or between the servicesand Secretary Cheney. This means making special efforts toensure all major players can honestly state they have been
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consulted on the implications of proposals and changes as thebudget and program processes move ahead. (S)
At this point in the DPRB process, I believe that there are a fewmajor considerations concerning the regional groupings of capabilities thatwe must keep in mind in our discussions. These considerations areessential to supporting our national military strategy today and for the endstate at 1997. The points below update my May letter and use your newcategories for the various regions.

— CONUS forces: The forces we maintain in CONUS willhave to fulfill at least four major functions: they provide
short notice capabilities that cover the spectrum of
contingencies for which we want to be able to act; theyprovide support for peacetime activities in CONUS and
around the world; provide immediate reinforcement for
elements located abroad to cover the gap between
notification and arrival of the reserve's sustained
reinforcement capabilities; and they maintain the basic
combat competence of the force through the combination ofactive and reserve training and leader development
activities.

— Pacific forces: The forces in the Pacific fulfill threemajor functions: they facilitate peaceful transition in KoreaMstability throughout the region. at the same time thatwe are trying to reduce unneeded headquarters and
rationalize the force structure for the end state; they
maintain access and influence through peacetime assistance,
presence, and exercises; and they provide immediate
contingency forces that cannot as well be provided by forcesbased in CONUS. While the Pacific region clearly requires
adequate maritime forces, at less than three divisions theArmy's Pacific force structure through the mid-19905 is
already at or below the minimum needed in view of thefunctions it must perform. Maritime force adequacy alone isinsufficient given our strategy and requirements.

—— Atlantic forces: Assuming for this discussion thatNATO is included in this grouping, these forces fulfill twomajor functions: above all, they contribute to stabilityi_n



structure; and they maintain access and influence throughpeacetime assistance, presence. and exercises. (S)
In our DPRB discussions Of the requirements for forces by region. wehave to avoid a major debateon UCP revisions that might creep into ourdiscussions as a result of using the new categories of force groupings. Thiswe should reserve to our deliberations among the JCS and with the CINCsat the August Conference. (S)
As we complete the DPRB deliberations and move ahead with thebuild down, I believe we have to make sure we keep the right mix andnumbers of strategic nuclear and conventional general purpose forces. ldo not believe we can rely more heavily on nuclear forces to coverinadequacies in conventional forces in the foreseeable future. Indeed.global trends and our own national policy seem to be going in oppositedirections. We cannot afford to reduce conventional capabilities belowprudent minimums while continuing with all aspects of the strategicnuclear modernization. This is an area that has received inadequateattention in our deliberations, both among the JCS and in the DPRB. (S)
Whatever the ultimate decisions may be on force structure, endstrength, and the rate of the build down, we cannot lose sight of theimportant role the Army will continue to play in providing paths to successfor capable Americans and for keeping the Armed Forces close to thepeople. Even a small, quality force will have to protect these essentialaspects of our military institution in American society. I have to tell youthat I am very concerned about our ability to fulfill this vital societal roleif we are forced into rapid and deep manpower cuts. (U)
I know that it will be tough to carry out our discussions withoutgetting into too much detail or falling back to just another review of thecurrent UCP and CINC requirements. We have to be able to focus on theforecasted future environment, not just the problems of the present.Nevertheless, we also have to be mindful of the current uncertainties andpractical difficulties that impede our efforts to build down in an orderlymanner. Above all, I believe that the Secretary of Defense and the otherprincipals deserve the benefit of our views on the issues I outlined abovewhich will contribute to defining our end state and the all important firststeps we will have to take to achieve it. (S)
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In summary, in strategic and practical terms, I believe our POM forceof 14 active and 8 reserve divisions is the most ambitious reduced endstate that we shouid now establish. It already assumes generallyoptimistic trends in Europe and elsewhere, success in CFE, unprecedentedreductions in acquisition and in our base structure, and the most rapidcontraction of a quality career force in our history. The known difficultiesand the uncertainties we will encounter in executing our ambitiousreduction plans, as well as the significant ambiguities that characterize theinternational environment, argue against deeper or more rapid reductionsnow. Not only would additional reductions compound the difficulties inexecution, but they also would have a very negative impact on the force ata time when additional reductions could severely compromise its presentand future quality, combat capability, and attractiveness to our youth. Iam counting on your support to help the Army hold the line on its plans tobuild down the force in the prudent manner that we have proposed. (C)
Sincerely,

Carl E. Vuono
General, United States Army
Chief of Staff
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3O January 1990

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Conventional Arms Cdntrol Update Briefing

1. General.

a. Briefing was held on 30 Jan 90 in CSA office. Purposeof the briefing was to review the status of the CFE negotiationsand present an overview of the key areas which the Army caninfluence within the next several months.

b. Attendees were: CSA, LTG Sullivan, MG Pagonis, MGGranrud, BG Christman, Mr. Jones, Dr. Bellaschi, COL Lowe, COLIvanjack, COL Harper, COL Pardue, CPT Gerstein, MAJ Lachner andMAJ Saunders.

2. Guidance and Taskers. CSA tasked OPS to convene a session ofall necessary Army representatives from Europe and ARSTAFFrepresentatives to discuss and consider necessary steps in lightof decisions made to reshape the Army. (ACTION: ODCSOPS)

APPROVED BY: «A: l I? ‘
Prepared by MAJ Sally D. Murphy, ADAS
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l7 April 1990

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Conventional Forces-Europe, 11 April 1990

1. General.

a. Briefing was held on 11 Apr 90 in CSA office. Purposeof the briefing was to update CSA on "Stumbling Blocks in theTreaty."
b. Attendees were: CSA, VCSA, LTG Sullivan, MG McCaffrey,BG Christman, BG Stewart, COL Lowe, COL Ivanjack, and CPTGerstein (briefer).

2. Guidance and Taskers.
a. CSA tasked for a briefing which would display thepersonnel numbers; e. g., what the personnel numbers are now,what the various proposals are, and the Us/Soviet pros and consto each. (ACTION: ODCSOPS Assist: ODCSINT)

b. CSA tasked that a future update topic be verificationand expressed concern over the confusion and proliferation ofplayers and issues. He stated that he wanted to be briefed onwhat we want to do in verification, who the players are (whattheir positions are), and what is best for us. He further statedconcern over the impact of verification on European-based units'training and readiness. (ACTION: ODCSOPS)

c. CSA concluded by complimenting ODCSOPS on theinformation that is being provided in the START and CFE bookseach week. He tasked ODCSINT to include items of relevance inthe books, as appropriate. (ACTION: ODCSINT Assist: ODCSOPS)
SENT VIA FAXon 1 r30

(0 \I .APPROVED BY: W xozome cSA

Prepared by MAJ Sally D. Murphy, ADAS-
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4 May 1990

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Conventional Forces Europe (CFE) Update, 2 May 1990

1. General.

a. Briefing was held on 2 May 90 in CSA office. Purpose ofthe briefing was to present an update on CFE negotiations and theway ahead.

b. Attendees were: CSA, VCSA, LTG Sullivan, MG McCaffrey,COL Ivanjack, COL Lowe (briefer), and LTC Wagner.
2. Guidance and Taskers.

a. CSA tasked that a compliance manager and organization beidentified/established. OPS must identify any unique specialtiesrequired and should consider possible diversions as summerschools/commands change populations. CSA tasked that theorganization be functioning ("mark on the wall") by 1 July.(ACTION : oncsops)

b. CSA decided that the,organization in support ofverification should be as invisible to European operations aspossible. He stated that he didn't want to draw off unittraining and readiness to support verification: e. g., a TDAorganization will be required vs. a TDY system drawing resourcesfrom TOE units. (ACTION: ODCSOPS)

c. CSA supports multi—national CorpsM (SeparateBrigade) organizations and stated the historical prece ence.(ACTION: ODCSOPS)

d. CSA tasked for a paper on CFE/proposed multi-nationalorganizations to support his trip to Europe. (ACTION: ODCSOPS)

APPROVED BY: b 3g
Prepared by MAJ Sally D. Murphy, ADAS


